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ABSTRACT

R={12 , ,-*-, nl, such that 1.U 2...U
n=.U. Figure
1
shows a database
scheme R = {1,2,3,4)
on the universe U - ABCL, where 1 = AB, 2 = BL, 3 = LC, 4=AC.

This paper concerns
query answering
in relational
databases.
We assume a universe
U of attributes
and a set of values
associated
with each
attribute.
A database
scheme is a given collection
R={12 , ,-**, n1 of subsets of U, called
relation
schemes. A query in R is any subset of U. We call
“context”
any joineble
subset of R. An unambiguous
context
is one in which a query receives
the same
answer independently
of the subcontext
used for the
computation.
A formal
treatment
of unambiguous
contexts is presented
and it is shown that they provide a suitable
basis for discussing
t$e universal
relation
assumption,
the relationship
uniqueness
assumption,
maximal objects,
and other
related
concepts.
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Figure

1. A database

scheme.

hte8,

i E R, is a function
that asAn i-tipte,
sociates
with each attribute
in i a value in the
corresponding
domain and an instance
of i is a set
of i-tuples.
Following
the.usual
abuse of notation
we let i denote.both
the relation
scheme and its
current
instance.-Usually
it is clear
from the
in&awe
context
what i really
denotes.
The current
of R is the set bf current
instances
of i’s,
where
i E R. Again we 1et.R denote both the database
scheme and its current
instance.
We shall
often
refer
to the, set of ctirrent
instances
of the relation schemes in R as the base retations.
”

*

A query on U is any relation
scheme on Uwhose
current
instance
(or current
“answer”)
is computed
from the.base
relations
using relational
operations.
We restrict
our attention
to two such operations:
natural
join and projection.
Thi$ implies
that only joinable
subsets
of R can be used for
computing
the answers to queries.
Such joinable
subsets
of R will
be called
contexts.

1. INTRQDUCTION
This paper concerns
query answering
tional
databases.
In the present
section
definitions
and notation
are introduced
nvtivations
are discussed.

in relathe basic
and the

We assume a unheree,

i.e. a set U of attrithat we denote A,B,C,. . . . A set of vab4e8,,
or a domain,
is associated
with each attribute
in
U. Following
the usual practice,
we denote subsets
of U by juxtaposition
of attributes,
e.g. BCD
denotes
the subset {B,C,D)‘of
U. A retation8cheme
on U is any nonempe
subset of &; A datuba8e 8oheme
on U is a specified
set of relation
schemes, say
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DEFINITION 1. A subset
for all i and j in c,

iff

- either

c of

R is

a c%ext

‘i n j + 0

- or,

if i n j = 0 then there exist
subsets
c’ and
C" of c such that c’n
c” # t&i, i E c’, j E c”
and c’ and c” are contexts
.

Subsets of a context
c that
are called
8ubcontezts.
H
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are

themselves

contexts

In Figure
1, the set c = 123 is a.context,
whereas the set c’ = 13 is not (we use juxtaposition of relation
schemes to denote subdets of R).
In the remaining.of
this paper we assume that the
whole database
scheme R is a context.
Given a context c, we use the symbol attr(c)
to denote theset
of all attributes
appearing
in c. For example,
in
- ABL.
Figure
1, if we take c - 12 we have attr(c)

$00.75
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An immediate
consequence
of this definition
is.that
all subcontexts
of an unambiguous
context
are also unambiguous.
Also,
if the database
scheme
R is unambiguous,
then every query q c U receives
a unique answer independently
of the context
used
for computing
the answer.
In other words the attributes
in q are in a “unique
relationship”
according
to the terminology
of [ 21.

DEFINITION 2. Let c be a context of R and let
q be a query.
We say that q is covered
bg cy(c coVBP8 q) iff q g attr(c).
We denote C(q,c)
the set
of all subcontexts
of c covering
q.m
To answer

a query

(2)

join
the relations
in c and then project
q, i.e.
nq(ec).
Where “*c” denotes
the

over

natural

and

join
denotes

c covering

as follows:

select

Y’

a context

q we proceed

(1)

q

of the base relations
projection
over q.

in c,

First
we will
consider
unambiguity
in the
case of a scheme without
integrity
constraints.
In
order to give a characterizationof
the set of
queries
with respect
to which the scheme is unambiguous,
we need the following
definition:

Let us note that whereas the current
answer
to q is computed from the base relationsin
c, the
relation
schemes in c provide
the interpretation
of that answer.
For example,
consider
the query
q = BC in Figure
1. The context
c - 123 covers q
and therefore
it can be used to answer q. The (current)
answer to q is the relation
nq(le2+3),computed

DEFINITION 4. Let c be a context
and qcattr(c);
context w.r.t.
q iff
we say that c is a minimal
there exists
no proper
subcontext
c’ of c covering
9. n
THEOREM 1. Let c be a context
in a database
scheme R without
integrity
constraints
and
q c attr(c);
c is unambiguous
w.t.t.
q iff
c is
a minimal
context
for q. *

from the base relations
1,2 and 3. The interpretation of the answer,
provided
by the relation
schemes 1,2 and 3, can be worded as follows:
“list
of banks and customers,
such that:
each customer
has’at
least
one loan in the bank and the bank has
at least
one account”.

PROOF. The if part
is trivial.
In order to
prove the only if part
we will
show that if there
exists
a proper
subcontext
c’ of c covering
q then
c is not unambiguous
w.r.t.
q (a contradiction).
Let us consider,
without
loss of generality,
a
subcont,ext
c’ = c(i);
we will
prove that there
exists
an instance
of R such that nq(*c’)
nqw.
2
In particular
we define
an instance
s.t.nq(*c’)#G

A context
may also be considered
as a view,
as a subset of R used by a user as environment
i.e.
for his queries.
Under such an interpretation
a
desirable
property
of contexts
is unambiguity.
That
is, once a context
c is fixed
(by the user or by
the system) we would like
to have unique answers
to all queries
covered
by c, independently
of the
subcontext
used for computing
the answer.
Let us
see an example.
In Figure
1, suppose that we fix.
the context
c = 124. The query q = CL is covered
nq(l*2*4).
by c and ‘receives
as answer the relation

and nq(*c)

constraints

Z rq,(l*2*4).

on R, we may have
That

is

the

the subcontext
of c used
refore,
the context
c is
to 9’.
In the next
guous context
is
cient
conditions

answer

that

rql(l*4)

#

to q’ depends

on

for the computation.
Theambiguous with respect

section
a definition
given and necessary
for unambiguity
are

2. UWAMBIGUOUS CONTEXTS
Unambiguous
contexts
play a central
role in
So we present
first
a formal
deour discussion.
f inition.

A context
c is unambQuous iff
every q _C attr(c).
n

R is

a data-

COROLLARY 1. Let c be a context
scheme R without
integrity
constraints;
weakly unambiguous
iff
c is a minimal
w.r.t.
attr(c).

in database
c is
context

COROLLARY 2. Let c be a context
scheme R without
integrity
constraints;
unambiguous
iff
c is a singleton.

in a database
c is

We proceed now to see how our concept
of
unambiguity
is related
to the concept
of acyclicity.
The concept
of acyclic
database
schemes has been
introduced
in
and several
properties
of
[41
such schemes have been studied
in the literature.
In [ 31 and [ 61 propeities
of a particular
kind of
acyclicity
the y-a’cyclicity,
have peen discussed.
We recall
briefly
the definition.
Let c be a context in a database
scheme. We say that c is
y-&ycZic
iff
there exists:

DEFINITION 3. A context
c of a database
scheme R is wzambiguous
w.r.t.
query q, where
q _C attr(c),
iff
for every c’ in C(q,c)
and for
every instance
of R we have: nq(*c)
- nq(*c').

w.r.t.

that

constraints
an in$ 0 and the base rela= (8.
Q.E.D.

It follows
from Corollary
1 that every nonreduced context
is ambiguous.
(A context
is reduced if it does not contain
relation
schemes i
and j such that i g j).
It follows
from Corollary
2 that database
schemes without
integrity
constraints
allow
only
intrarelational
queries
to be
answered unambiguously(i.e.
queries
whose context
is a single
relation
scheme of R).

of unambiand suffiprovided.

A context
c is weakly unambiguous
iff
exists
q such that c is unambiguous
w.r.t.
wise c is cvnbigu0us.

fact

In Figure
1, the context
c = 123 is ambiguous
w.r.t.
query BC but it is unambiguous
w.r.t;
query
ABC. Also,
the who1.e of R is ambiguous w.r.t.
The following
corollaries
are immeevery query.
diate
consequences
of Theorem 1.

Note that there is no proper
subcontext
of c covering
q. Consider
next the query q’ = BC. This
query is covered by c and receives
as answer the
relation
n ,(1*2*4).
But it is also covered
bythe
context
c”=
16, a subcontext
of c, and receives
as answer the relation
nql (1*4).
In the absence
of

= (8. Due ,to the

base scheme without
integrity
stance of R exists
s.t.
sc’
tion i is empty hence nq(*c)

there
q; other

(1)

is unambiguous
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a subcontext
c ’ of c that
relation
schemes i,j
and

contains

a pair

of

(2) a relation

scheme k in c not belonging
to c'
that contains
a pair A,B of attributes
such
that:
- A is in i but in no other relation
scheme
of c'
- B is in j but in no other relation
scheme
of c'.

A contextIc

is

saidy%o&?licif

it

algorithm
is described
that provides
a "minimal"
query weakly equivalent
with a given query (that
is the answers to such queries
are equal if they
are computed from a globallyconsistent
instance).
However if we consider
the global
consistency
as
a constraint,
we can see that this constraint
is
not sufficient
to guarantee
the unambiguity
of a
scheme, as it is shown in the following
example.

is not y-cyclic.

Let R = 1234 be a database
scheme where
1 = ABC, 2 = ABD, 3 = BCE and 4 - DR. Suppose that
for every instance
of R the set of relations
(1,2,3)
is globally
consistent.
Then the instance
given in Figure
3 is a legal
instance
of R, but
so the context
c - 123 is not
rrAC(l) # nAc (2*3);
unambiguous
w.r.t.
query AC.

For instance,
in the database
scheme of
1245 and 135 are y-acyclic,
Figure
2, the contexts
whereas the contexts
123 and 2345 are y-cyclic.

ABC
al

bl

a2 bl

A
-

B

D

BC'E
-

c2

al

bl

dl

bl

cl

cl

a2 bl

dl

bl

c2 el

Figure
Figure

2. database
y-cyclic

scheme with
contexts.

y-acyclic

and

THEOREM 2. Let c be a y-acyclic
context
database
scheme without
integrity
constraints;
is weakly unambiguous
iff
c is reduced.

A is

in k and A is

not

in m

ii)

B is

in m and B is

not

in k.

in a
c

that c is
and this
Q.E.D.

a y-cyclic
completes

context,
the proof

3.

DEFINITION

5. A context
c is con&tent
w.r.t.
q ,C attr(c),
iff
for every i in c
and for every subcontext
c' of c-ii),
such that c'
$ Q, we have
covers q and p A i fl attr(c')
np(*c')
s v,(i)
for every instance
of R. A context
c is weakly consistent
iff
such that c is consistent
iff
c is consistent
w.r.t.

there
w.r.t.
every

exists
a query q
q; c is consistent
query q Gattr(c).m

LEMMA 1. Let c be a context,
consistent
w.r.t.
query q, and let c' be a subcontext
of c covering
q. Then:
a conof the

c'

is

consistent

(2) rq(*c’)

= nq(*c).

w.r.t.

q

n

PROOF. We shall
prove the lermua assuming that
c' = c - (i),
for some i in c. Then, in order to
prove the lenxsa for an arbitrary
c', all we have
to do is to remove the members of c-c',
one by one,
in a judicious
way, so that what is left
in each
step is a single
context.
For example,
if c = 12345
4) then we shall
remove
and c' = 23 (see Figure

Let us consider
now unambiguity
in a database
scheme with integrity
constraints.
The existence
of
constraints
may turn an ambiguous context
to an
unambiguous
one. For instance,
the context
c = 124
of Figure
1, is ambiguous w.r.t.
query BC, when
there is no constraint.
If we introduce
the constraint
~~(1) _C rB(2)
then the context
c becomes

')

#@Qq

unambiguous
w.r.t.
query BC. In particular
we are
interested
in the following
question:
under what
condition
a set of integrity
constraints
guarantees the unambiguity
of a given context.

4

5

Figure

A desirable
property
of a database
instance
especially
interesting
with respect
to query answering
is the global
consistency
(*).
In [ll
an
(*)

dl e2

query q, where

(1)
It follows
tradiction,
theorem.

el

We introduce
now a stronger
concept
of consistency
and we prove that it provides
a necessary
and sufficient
condition
for the unambiguity
of a
context;
then we will
relate.this
concept
to the
global
consistency
and pairwise
consistency(*)
concepts.

PROOF. The onZR if part trivially
follows
from
Corollary
1. In order to prove the if part let us
suppose that c is reduced and.that
it is not a
minimal
context
w.r.t.
attr(c)
[hence. ICI > 31.Then
there exists
a relation
schemsi
such that>-(i)
is
a context
w.r.t.
attr(c).
Since c is reduced,there,
is no j # i such that i c j. Rence there are attributes
A and B in i and relation
schemes k and m
in c such that:

i)

DE
-

the members of c-c'
orderings:
(1,5,4),

G20baZ Consistencywas
introduced
in [ll]
in
order to characterize
database
instances
R
enjoying
the following
property;
there exists
a
such that all.relations
in
"universal
relation"
R are obtained
by projection
from the universal
relation.

c'

= c - (i).

If

in one of the
or (5,4,1)
lc'l

= 1 then

c'

following

(1)

Let

(*)

A database
instance
R is pair&se
consistent
iff
for all pairs
i,j
in R we have: ni n
p ni f-l
j(j)-
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= 145,
(5,1,4),

4.

is

con-

j(i)'

sistent.
Suppose then that
Ic'I
> 1 and that c' is
not consistent
w.r.t.
q. It follows
from Definition 5 that there exist
j in c', a subcontext
cl
of c'
that:

with the concept
of pairwise
of a relational
database.

of c - (j),

it

follows

that:

for every
refore
c'

instance
of
is consistent

(2)

enough

It

is

npl(*cl)

R, a contradiction.
w.r.t.
q.

to show that:

_C np (j)
1
The-

(*c')-nattr(,,)(*c)

for every instance
of R. As c
w.r.t.
q, it.follows
that:
for
for every subcontext
c' of c such that p = i f-l attr(c')
f6,

is consistent
every i E c and
(i) covering
q and
we have np(*c’)
-C

c no(i)

R. Therefore,

for

every

instance

(*c;) = nattr(clj(*(c’
every

instance

of

of

PROPOSITION 1. Let

U {iI)) = ~attr(cl~(*c)l
R.

ii)

It follows
from the corresponding
definitions
that every context
which is unambiguous
w.r.t.
a
given query q is also consistent
w.r.t.
q. It follows from Lemma 1 that the inverse
also holds,
i.e.
every context
which is consistent
w.r.t.
a given
query q is also unambiguous
w.r.t.
q. Rance the
following
theorem and corollaries
state
that consistency
is a necessary
and sufficient
condition
for a context
to be unambiguous.

iii)

weakly

COROLLARY 4. A context
consistent.

unambiguous

c is

c is

a context
c is said pairwise
(resp.
globally
iff
every instance
of c is pairwise
consistent
(resp.
globally
consistent).
con8ietent)

3. ANSWERING QUERIES IN AMBIGUOUS CONTEXTS
In this section
we discuss
query answering
in
ambiguous contiexts.
For instance,
how do we answer
query BC in the context
c - 1234 of Figure
1. A
possible
approach
is that the system or the designer
provides
.a unique "interpretation",
i.e.
a
unique context,xfor
the query.
Osborn in [lo]
suggests that when different
answers can be obtained
by different
join
sequences
(i.e.
by different
subcontexts),
then the union of all valid
answers be
given as the unique answer.
Following
this
suggestion,
query BC in Figure
1 receives
as unique
answer all pairs
of banks and customers
such that
the customer
has either
a loan or an account
in
the bank.

unambiiff

But to verify
that a given context
c is unambiguous,
one has to consider
all
queries
covered
by c, i.e.
all subsets
of attr(c).
In
what follows
we show that there is a way toverify
unambiguity
of c by examining
only a proper
subset of the set of queries
covered
by c.

Maier and Ullman in [9] use functional
and
multivalued
dependencies
in order to identify
a
set of contexts
that they call
"maximal
objects".
Using these maximal objects
they answer a query q
a.6 follows.
One answer to q is computed from each
maximal object
covering
q. The union of the answers
thus computed is the answer to q. The problem is
that,
in the absence of constraints,
this method
may not produce an apswer at all!
Indeed,
in our
previous
example of query BC (without
integrity
constraints)
the method produces
four,maximal
objects,
namely the four relations
themselves.
As BC
is not contained
in any of-these
maximal objects,
there is no way to answer BCI

THEOREM 4. Let c be a context;
c is consistent
(hence unambiguous)
iff
for every i in
c and for every subcontext
c' of c-(i),
such
$ 6, we have np(*c')=np(i),
that p A i n attr(c')
for overy.instance
of R.

part

PROOF. The if
is trivial.
Since c is consistent
it follows
Only if
from Definition
5 that for every i E c and for
every subcontext
c' of c - Ii],
such that
p Ai
'7 attr(c')
f 6, we have:

pmt.

a)

np(ec’)

c n,(i)

for

every

instance

of

R.

Furthermore,
from Lemma 1 we know that for
i E c and for every subcontext
c' of c-ii),
that p Ai
n attr(c')
$ 6, we have:

every
such

b)

of R.

i=ni(*(c'

U Ii))),

Since b) implies
is proved.
Q.E.D.
We will

relate

that

for
n,(i)

every

instance

_C rp(*c'),

now the concept

the

Then

where

TllgOREM 3. Let c be a context
and q a query
covered
by c; c is unambiguous
w.r.t.
q iff
c is
consistent
w.r.t.
q.
COROLLARY 3. A context
c is
iff
c is weakly consistent.

c be a contaxt.

c is unambiguous
* c is globally
consistent*c
is pairwise
consistent
c is acyclic
iff:
c is pairwise
consisteat*cisglobally
consistent
c is y-acyclic
iff:
c is globally
consistent*cisunambiguous.

i)

for

Q.E.D.

guous

consistency

It follows
from Theorem 4 that unambiguity
of
a context
implies
global
consistency
of all its
instances.
But the example of Figure
3 shows that
the reverse
implication
is not always
true.
In
fact,
it is shown in [6] that y-acyclicity
is a
necessary
and sufficient
condition
for the following
statement
to be true:
if a database
instance is globally
consistent
then it satisfies
the "relationship
uniqueness
assumption"
121. As
mentioned
earlier
this assumption
simply means
that the database
scheme R is unambiguous.
Furthermore, in [5] it is shown that global
consistency
is equivalent
to pairwise
consistency
if and only
if the database
scheme is.acyclic(*).
Therefore
we can state
the following
proposition:

- {j) covering
q and an instance
of R such
r (*cl)
g II (j),
where p,=j n attr(cl).
As
p1
p1
consistent
w.r.t.
q and cl is a subcontext

c is

and global

(*)

theorem

of unambiguity
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Let us recall
that a context
c is ucRcZic
iff
c can.bS reduced to.the
empty set by a sequence
of the following
operations:
(i)
delete
an attribute
if it belongs
to only
one relation
scheme
(ii)
delete
a relation
scheme i if i is empty
or if there exists
another
relation
scheme
containing
'i.
Other equivalent
definitions
can be foundin[S].

.

is selected
(by the user
2. Once a maximal object
the system computes the anor by the system),
swer to query q using one of the minimal
objects
equivalent
to the selected
maximal object.
(The use of minimal
objects
is done for
economy in computation).

Another
approach
is to assume that the answer
to a query q is always obtained
by means of projection
over q of the join of all database
relations 181. Unfortunately
it may be necessary
to
compute the join of a22 relations
[ll,
evenif
we
assume the "universal
instance
assumption"
[71
possibly
with null values.
In fact,
as it has been
shown in the previous
section,
this assumption
guarantees
that for every query q and every context c covering
q, the expression
nq(*c)
provides
always the same answer only if the acheme is
y-acyclic.
Thus only in this case minimal
contexts
can be used to answer the query.
All the above approaches
problem assums that there is
interpretation
of the query.
general
case! In fact a query
one meaning.
For instance,
in
q = C ("list
the customers")
lowing meanings
(among others):
(1)

"list

4. CONCLUSIONS
We have introduced
the concept
of a context
query answering.
A context
determines
both an
interpretation
for the query and a value
(i.e.
an
answer).
If this answer is independent
of the subcontext
used for the computation
then the context
is t4?umb~uous.
Assuming unambiguity
of the database scheme itself
is equivalent
to the relationship
uniqueness
assumption.
for

to the ambiguity
only one meaningful
This is not the
may have more than
Figure
1, the query
may have the fol-

the customers",

having

a loan

the

having

an account

For contexts
which are ambiguous w.r.t.
a
query,
we have proposed
a systematic
way for classifying
the unambiguous
subcontexts
into equivalence classes.
Selecting
a maximal context
of an
equivalence
class
is tantamount
to imposing
an
interpretation
to the query.
Once the interpretation is fixed,
a minimal
context
of the class can
be used for the "economical"
computation
of the
answer.

[answer:

nC(3)1
(2)
(3)
(4)

"list
swer:

nc

"list
count

the customers",
having
[answer:
nC(3*4)1

"list
count

customers",

a loan

the customers",
having a loan
both in the same bank [answer:

nc (1*2*3*4)]

[an-

(411
and an ac-
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and an ac-

.

In order to introduce
our approach
let us
consider
the set C(q,R) of all contexts
in R covering
q (see Definition
2). Define
c 8 c',
for
all

c and c'

in C(q,R),

iff

rq(lc)

= zq(*c').That

is, c is equivalent
to c' w.r.t.
q iff
q receives
the same answer in c and c'. This equivalence
relation partitions
C(q,R)
into equivalence
classes.
Every equivalence
class may be partially
ordered
with respect
to set inclusion.
This gives rise to
maximal and minimal
objects.
DEFINITION 6. Let q be a
R. We say that a context
c in
objeot [resp.
minhai! objeatl
there exists
no c' - c [resp.
We denote 2 x(q,R)
the
C ' 2 c.

query on the scheme
C(q,R)
is a m&z&n&?
w.r.t.
q in R iff
c'
cl such that
se i of all max-

imal objects
w.r.t.
q in R [resp.,
the set of all minimal
objects]
'm
context

As the database
we have the

Hin(q,R)

scheme R is assumed
following
proposition.

for
to be a

PROPOSITION 2.

(3

The database
scheme R belongs
and every minimal
context
of
Min(q,R)

(ii)

If R is unambiguous
w.r.t.
q then
Min(q,R)
coincides
with the set of minimal contexts
w.r.t.
q (in general
the
reverse
implication
is'not
true)

(iii)

R is unambiguous

w.r.t.qiff

to Msx(q,R),
q belongs
to

Max(q,R)=(R).

Minimal
and maximal objects
can be used by
the system during
the process
of query answering
an ambiguous context,
in the following
way:
1. First,
the set of maximal
q is proposed
to the user
equivalences
among them).

objects
(possibly

in

w.r.t.
query
giving
also
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